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PAINTING IS EASY!

Instructions, tips and ideas for spray painting
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We hope that this guide will enthuse you to get acquainted with 
the world of small-scale painting, which you can access easily 
and quickly.  
Spray painting is not just fun, but offers you an opportunity to 
give an old item a new, valuable life or a new colour, which in 
your opinion is best for it. And what’s more: no mess, no need 
for washing brushes or pots afterwards.

So do not throw away your much-loved things, although they 
are old and start to look worn out. Whether they are the gear of 
your favourite hobby, picture frames, furniture, vases, cand-
lesticks, guitars, lamp stands, tools, hangers, partition doors, 
outdoor furniture, watering cans or anything that 
you could imagine. By making a bit of effort 
you can save money and have an op-
portunity to create something yourself. 
Often things that we make ourselves 
are much more valuable than those 
bought from a shop.

Stairs: ACRYLcomp

Guidelines and ideas

AFTER BEFORE

We at Maston  
appreciate  
handmade  

ideas.
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Go look what you can find in the attic or the basement, or see 
what is on offer on flea markets, at auction sites, at tori.fi and 
other similar places. You will discover that they are filled with 
possibilities. With a small budget you will be able to create 
something worthy, and what’s more – save the environment by 
not throwing away valuable stuff. Moreover, your own contribu-
tion will give you satisfaction that just buying never would.

Rims and mirror: 
RUBBERcomp

Pram: Rust Primer, CarColor

Shoes: RUBBERcompLaptop: 
Plastic primer  

+ Metallic
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Easy to 
paint!

Patented
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Quick tips for painting
Be successful by following our quick tips. Note that a smooth 
surface is a precondition for creating a professionally looking 
surface. We always recommend priming. First apply a test coat.

1. Read the instructions
Always read the instructions either on 
the can, at maston.fi/en or on the QR 
code found on the packaging before 
starting any job.

2. Sanding and priming
Prepare the surface to be coated. If necessary sand with 
emery paper and wipe off any fine dust with a damp 
cloth, let the surface dry. If the surface is very rough, first 
smooth it up with putty, then sand and wipe clean.

3. Clean the surface being painted
Clean the treated surface of dirt, dust and grease. 
The easiest way is to wipe the surface with a lint-free 
cloth and use a degreaser.

4. Shake the bottle
Shake the bottle for about 3 min. before you start 
painting, and from time to time during the painting 
process.

5. Apply a test coat
Apply a test coat on a small area, which will not be 
visible.

6. Protect the areas that you are not going to paint
Carefully protect any areas, which you do not intend 
to coat.

7. Distance and starting
Check the painting distance on the pictogram  
on the can. It varies from 15 to 40 cm depending on 
the product. Always start painting on the outside of 
the object, and direct the paint  
spray towards the object.   
In order to succeed it is  
important to observe  
these guidelines.

25 cm
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8. Adjustable nozzle
If the product has a blue nozzle, it features a  
red adjuster, and by turning it you can adjust  
the oval-shaped paint mist to be applied either  
vertically or horizontally.

9. Several thin coats
Spray thin coats from side to side, then up and down, 
and once from side to side again. Always start with 
a thin veil-like coat. Before applying the next coat, 
always let the coat dry for 3–5 minutes, or until the 
surface is dust dry.

10. Drying time
Observe the recommended drying time and let 
the surface dry completely in accordance with the 
recommendations.  

11. Finally clean the nozzle
n the can upside down and spray until only propel-
lant comes out.

7www.maston.fi/en

Equipment: Teakoil Vespa: CarColor
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What materials can  
be painted?

Suited  
for nearly all  

surfaces!

As rule of thumb it can be said that Maston spray paints are 
suited for almost ALL untreated surfaces, and for painted 
and varnished surfaces, which have been dry for at least one 
month. The only exception from this are previously waxed or 
oiled surfaces. However, in order to be sure you should apply 
a test coat before actually starting the painting job. It is very 
rare that an old paint reacts with any Maston paint. If the old 
paint coat turns soft, starts bubbling or peeling off in a couple of 
minutes, the surface is not suitable for painting over.

You can apply Maston spray paints to almost all materials, such 
as wood, metal, glass, rock, concrete and hard plastic. By using 
Maston primers you can paint even on soft plastic and rusty 
surfaces. 

Rocks: 100 series

ACRYLcomp

Mower frame: CarColor metallic + varnish

AFTER BEFORE
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PICTOGRAMS
Together with our new labels, starting from 2016 our products 
will be supplied with new guideline icons. These will tell you what 
materials can be coated with the spray paint. Whether the paint is 
intended for indoor or outdoor use, and how it should be applied.  

HOW DO I PRIME AN OLD PAINTED OR VARNISHED SURFACE?

We recommend sanding the surface lightly with emery paper. 
The roughness of the emery paper is selected depending on 
the material and the roughness. You could start with a rougher 
paper, but the generally recommended final grit sizes for sand-
ing are: Wood: 200–400, Metal: 400–600, Concrete and glass: 
cleaning will suffice, Plastic: 400–600 and always use the plastics 
primer. After sanding apply a coat of paint to a test patch and 
check that the surface is smooth; if necessary continue sanding 
with finer grit size.
Before painting clean the surface of grease, dust and other im-
purities. The best way is to use Maston degrease and wipe the 
surface with a lint-free cloth.
We recommend always priming with the Maston primer the col-
our of which is the closest to the actual surface colour.  Plastics 
should always be primed with Maston plastics primer.  

HOW MUCH PAINT WOULD I NEED?

As a rule of thumb with one can of Maston  
spray paint you can cover an area of one  
square metre.  This is true independent  
of whether the area is a solid (door) or a 
fragmented surface (backrest of a chair). 
The consumption of paint is always the 
same, because in case of a fragmented sur-
face more of the paint misses the object. 
With Maston special paints you can cover 
an area that is up to three times larger 
than that coated with regular paints. Most 
of the Maston spray paint packages state 
the average coverage area. 
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3 m2

1 m2

MATERIAL IN / OUT USAGE INSTRUCTIONS

IN

OUT

USE PLASTIC 
PRIMER

15 CM

CLEAN UP 15MIN
+20°c

SOLVENT
BASED

ACRYL
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What preparations do I need?

How do I ensure a proper coat?

Always use the paints either outdoors or in a well ventilat-
ed room. Protect areas around the item you intend to paint 
against spray mist. Never apply these paints in premises that 
you use for living, unless you are renovating int. 

HOW DO I START PAINTING?
 
 Mix the paint well by shaking the can for about 2–3  
 minutes. You will hear the noise of the pellets inside  
 the can, which tells you that the paint is being mixed  
 up. First take for example an old newspaper or, if 
possible, a surface made of the material you intend to paint, to 
test the paint spray. At this stage it is also advisable to test how 
much paint you could spray on a surface, before its starts run-
ning. This helps you to understand what the best way of coating 
the actual object is.

 Start from the outside of the object pressing on the  
 nozzle, and move the nozzle slowly, but moving it  
 continuously across the surface. First paint from  
 side to side, then up and down, in order to obtain a 
veil-like still clearly transparent coat. This will serve as the ‘adhe-
sion surface’ for the actual paint coats. Let the adhesion surface 
to dry for about 2–3 minutes.  

Depending on the nozzle the spraying distances are:

25cm, regular nozzle 15cm, Maston adjustable nozzle, for 
vertical or horizontal application
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 Always shake the can between  
 individual coats in order for the  
 paint to mix the paint. Remember,  
 you are in no hurry. In comparison with brush 
painting you will spend in any case only a fraction of the time 
needed for the job. The result is better when you apply several 
thin coats. 

First apply the coat horizontally, then vertically, and then – once 
again – horizontally. If you paint a vertical object always start 
from the top down, this way you get a surface with uniform 
quality. 

If the object is multi-dimensional, always paint the bottom and 
rear parts first and the most visible surfaces last. This way you 
will make sure that the paint coat is the most even where it is 
seen best. By finishing the surface with the varnish of the same 
series you can improve the durability and glossiness of the 
surface and give more depth to the colour.

Equipment: Teakoil
Toy car: plastic primer and CarColor
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All Maston spray paints can be  
used both outdoors and indoors.

ALKYD PAINT  

The typical feature  of alkyd paints,  
which are generally called oil paints,  
is strong odour. They can also be used  
on corrosion-prone surfaces, but not on  
galvanized surfaces. Alkyd paints take a long time to cure com-
pletely. Always apply coats wet-on-wet within about 15 minutes, 
or apply a new coat after the previous one has been cured 
completely, i.e. after 7 days, otherwise the earlier coat can start 
bubbling and peel off.

ACRYLIC PAINT

Acrylic paints form a hard and durable 
surface. It is used widely e.g. to paint car. It 
has mild odour and it dries quickly, it is dry 
to handle in ca 30 minutes and completely 
cured in about 24 hours. Acrylic paint can 
be sprayed on in several coats. Acrylic 
paint is not flexible, and therefore  it is not 
suited for soft plastic or textile surfaces.

Paint types and their properties

Maston  
spray paints  

can be used both 
outdoors and 

indoors.

Lanterns: primer + 
wheel silver

AFTERBEFORE
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WATER-BASED PAINT

Water-based paints are environment friend-
ly, with mild odour and can be cleaned of 
with water while the coat is still wet. The 
coat thickness and coverage of water-based 
paints are high and the curing time is long.  
The paint is also suited for coating Styrox 
surfaces.

SYNTHETIC RUBBER COATING

Synthetic rubber coatings form hard-wea-
ring and flexible surfaces, which can be 
peeled of manually, if desired. The coating 
is suited for any surfaces. It protects the 
treated surface against humidity, acids, 
wear and corrosion. The rubber coating is 
antistatic, flexible and forms a non-stick, 
tough film, remains flexible throughout its 
entire life span and is functional at tempe-
ratures from -30°C to +90°C. The surface becomes even more 
durable, if finished with RUBBER shield spray paint. The surface 
is even resistant to gasoline, but is still removable.

Rim: RUBBERcomp

Durable RUBBERcomp coating can 
be peeled off from the surface.
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Idea guide - only     imagination is the limit
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IMAGINATION IS THE LIMIT

With spray painting you will be able to create a professional 

looking surface easily and quickly. Provided that the  

groundwork is done properly the painting results will  

satisfy the “factory new” criteria.

We wish to thank everyone who participated in the idea  

competition, whose work have been published on the  

maston.fi/en website and in this brochure.

We cooperate with interior decoration and painting  

bloggers and next we present the ideas received from them.  

We welcome all new and active painting enthusiasts  

and the abundant body of their ideas!

Jonna Modev

marketing manager
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Idea guide - only     imagination is the limit
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Fireplace doors: Maston Heat Resistant 400°C

CLASSICS

Warm white and classical neutral tones show that bright colours 
are not the only way to brighten up the appearance of your 
room. These shades are perfect for creating the feeling of light 
and space. Small spaces seem larger and in dusk the space 
seem brighter.  Ageless light tones stand for the test of time. 
You can choose either a glossy or a mat surface and comple-
ment the colours with, for instance, candles and fresh flowers. 
Colours can be made seem softer and deeper by adding, for 
instance, cushions and covers with various patterns. Red or 
brown tones for winter and lighter tones for summer. And for 
Christmas season, naturally gold, silver and metallic. 

15www.maston.fi/en
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RETRO

Give your objects a modern retro look with zippy retro colours, 
such as orange, green or red. Flea market finds get a new life 
when you spruce them up with a new look for a modern home.

Spray  
painting –  

it is all about  
experimenting  

and having  
fun!
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“I was surprised by the dramatic 
effect that I was able to create by 

painting a collection of old jugs and 
 tableware black! I bought them 

from the flea market for a couple 
of euros, while getting the same 

designer look by purchasing new 
things I would certainly  

have spent hundreds!

And what’s best, changing colours 
is easy, just a new coat on top of 
the old one and the appearance 

changes. By browsing through 
interior decoration magazines  
and watching TV shows, and  

by window-shopping you  
can get endless amount  

of new ideas.”
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Luxury and 
glamour!

17www.maston.fi/en

MIDAS TOUCH

According to the ancient tale everything that 
Midas touched turned gold. Create glamour 
and splendour easily using metallic, gold, 
silver, copper and chromium paints. You will 
be limited only by your imagination when you 
decorate your home by painting small things. 
You can paint on virtually any material, and 
you will get a surface that will look like a metal 
surface. For instance, think of wooden candle 
sticks or picture frames, let alone golden cor-
nice mouldings.

Mirror frame: Gold Laptop computer: Metallic Cornice mouldings: Color
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Even  
something  

old and decayed  

can be freshened 
up in minutes!

SPRUCE UP THE KITCHEN

You can create your own world of 
colours for your kitchen. Cabinet 
doors, chairs, tables, household 
appliances, decorative items, dried 
flowers, accessories, etc. You can 
renovate the room in a minute, 
by painting over only a couple of 
details, or change the look of the 
entire room by repainting the cup-
board doors or kitchen appliances. 
A slight change in appearance can 
be achieved quickly by replacing the 
decorative items in the kitchen or 
giving them a new look – why not, by 
painting them pink.

Cupboard doors and chairs: plastic 
primer and CarColor + varnishLamps: CarColor

18
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SOME COLOUR FOR THE GARDEN

A summer garden is filled with glorious colours. You can add 
your own touch to the garden, for instance, by painting the gar-
den furniture, flower pots, watering cans, wheelbarrows, tools, 
such as shovels and rakes, barbeque grills or other similar items 
in the colour of your choosing. 
Another good idea is to paint in different colours some round 
rocks, which you can then arrange as you wish, for instance in a 
corner of your greenhouse or under the rain spout.

Add more colours or make old things  
look tidier by treating or painting  
warned surfaces.

Equipment: Teakoil

Bi
ke

: C
ar

C
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Colour magic  
for the garden

19www.maston.fi/en
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SHOW YOUR COLOURS

Every one of us has a hobby, and every one of us has a favourite 
colour. Why not let the gear of your hobby to reveal your per-
sonality, and please you while you are engaged in your favourite 
hobby. 

Take, for instance, a bike, a guitar, a laptop computer, a tractor, a 
phone or a scooter. All of them can be painted in your favourite 
colour and we guarantee that the surface will be of professional 
quality.

REFRESH OR RENOVATE OLD THINGS!

Are there in your closet some thin-
gs that do not seem to have a place 
in your home anymore?  

Would a new coat of paint help?
You can use old items in your home 
to make new and exciting interior 
decoration elements, or perhaps 
change the colour of the kitchen 
cabinets and domestic applian-
ces. You are limited only by your 
imagination.

Interior  
decoration blog  
of a DYI woman

Metal bench: ACRYLcomp

Deck: Teakoil

ACRYLcomp

AFTERBEFORE
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From dustbin into a laundry basket  
with Maston 100-series paint and 
interior decoration sticker.

Vespa: CarColor  
+ primer and varnish

You are  
limited only by  

your imagination 

when you decide  
to spruce  
up things.

Heater: Maston radiator paint
Window frame: Maston window 

frame paint

www.maston.fi/en

Find more  

painting ideas at
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Quick  
and easy.  
Ready in  

15 minutes!

Air conditioner grille: CarColor

Heather: Metallic

ACRYLcomp

AFTERBEFORE
ACRYLcomp + Hammer

ACRYLcomp
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Plastic chair: primer + ACRYLcomp
Legs: Hammer

AFTERBEFORE

Even if you have never painted  
before, grab a spray paint can  
and get on with it!

But do not grab just any can, instead 
make sure that you have a paint that 
spreads evenly and without running, 
covers well and dries quickly. 

Based on my experience you will find 
the best alternatives from Maston, 
regardless of whether you are painting 
on glass, wood, concrete, plastic, rock 
or any other surface. With graffiti I 
learned quickly that a painter, who is 
looking for a comfortable and reliable 
work experience, should actually not 
even consider other trademarks.

Joni Kukkohovi, creative director, 
former graffiti artist
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NEW LOOK FOR ENTIRE HOME

When you get an idea, Maston spray paint will offer the best al-
ternative for realising it. Look around, the object to be renewed 
can seem as mad as they come, but the end result could sur-
prise you! For instance, magnetic letters for children, a wooden 
box, a cookie jar, etc. ...  
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You have
an idea, we have  

a solution!
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Some of the illustrations: Interior decoration blog of a DYI woman 
See more: http://tee-se-itse-sisustusideat.blogspot.fi

AFTERBEFORE
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After you have found the product suited for the material of the surface 
to be painted, you only need to find the right colour. Maston’s colour 
charts offer a wide and continuously updated range from basic colours 
to the newest trends. (NOTE! All colour shades are indicative only.) 

Colour charts – find exactly the right colour

ACRYLcomp spray paints

White 
RAL9010

Red 
RAL3020

Brown 
RAL8008

Beige 
RAL1001

Blue 
RAL5015

Black 
RAL9005

Yellow 
RAL1028

Green 
RAL6018

Cream  
RAL9001

Plum red 
RAL4004

Grey 
RAL7024

Grey beige 
RAL1019

Turquoise 
RAL5018

Coral 
RAL2012

Olive 
RAL6013

100-series spray paints

White 
RAL9003

Violet 
RAL4008

Copper 

Yellow 
RAL1003

Blue 
RAL5010

Silver

Pink 
RAL4003

Brown 
RAL8017

White 
RAL9010

Pastel blue 
RAL5024

Gold

Orange 
RAL2004

Green 
RAL6029

Red 
RAL3000

Black 
RAL9005

Zero paints

Beige
RAL1015

Violet
RAL4007

Dark grey
RAL7043

Yellow 
RAL1032

Dark blue
RAL5013

Light brown
RAL8025

Dark red 
RAL3002

Light green
RAL6021

Granit black
RAL9011

Light yellow
RAL1018

Blue 
RAL5009

Brown 
RAL8014

Orange
RAL2011

Dark green
RAL6005

Black
RAL9005

Red
RAL3027

Grey
RAL7042

White
RAL9016

Papyrus white
RAL9018

Edge white
NCS S 0502-Y
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RUBBERcomp

White 

Neon red

Metal grey

Red

Camo green 

Neon orange

Smoke Grey

Yellow

Camo beige

Black 

Blue

Camo Brown

Neon green

Wheel silver

RR Color for tin roof repairs (Vinyl paint)

White  
RR20 

Brown 
RR31 

Grey  
RR22 

Black 
RR33 

Red  
RR29 

Light grey 
RR21

Dark brown 
RR32 

Dark grey 
RR23 

Tile red 
RR750

Conifer green 
RR11 

 Hammer Smooth metal paints

White

Black

Red GreenYellow

Silver 

Blue Brown

Maston Modena paints

White

Spruce green

Yellow Cherry redPainter’s 
white

Brown

Red Blue 

Black Silver Gold

Maston staining varnishes

White

Brown  
mahogany 

Light pine Oak Light grey 

Mahogany

Beech Chestnut 
brown 

Dark walnut Palisander

Silver Gold

Hammer Hammered metal paints

White Blue BrownRed Green Black



Only imagination is the limit

Maston Oy 
Teollisuustie 10 • FI-02880 Veikkola, Finland 
Tel. +358 20 7188 580 • Fax +358 20 7188 599

www.maston.fi/en  •  maston@maston.fi

Find more painting ideas at:
www.maston.fi/en
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